INTRODUCTION
A haptic interface conveys a kinesthetic sense of presence to a human operator interacting with a computer generated environment. Historically, humanamputer interaction has taken place through onedirectional channels of information.
Haptic interaction is fimdamentally different in that kinesthetic energy flows bi-directionally, Erom and to the human operator. The human grasp may be responsible for stabilizing or destabilizing the overall system. Since the haptic display actively generates physical energy, instabilities can damage hardware and even pose a physical threat to the human.
A number of authors have proposed an artificial coupling between a haptic display and a virtual environment to create stable interaction. Colgate et. al. [l] introduced the idea of a virtual coupling which guarantees stability for arbitrary passive human operators and environments. Zilles and Salisbury [2] presented a heuristically motivated "god-object" approach which greatly simplifies control law design. These implementations can be grouped together as special cases of a virtual coupling network, a two-port interface between a haptic display and a virtual environment. This network can play the important role of making the stability of a haptic simulation independent of human grasp impedance and of the details of virtual environment design. The above-mentioned work focuses exclusively on impedance-type haptic displays. No similar work on virtual couplings has appeared for admittance displays and very little exists in explicit criteria for the design of virtual coupling networks.
This paper extends the concept of a virtual coupling to admittance displays and attempts to treat the problem of stable haptic interaction in a more general framework Llewelyn's criteria for unconditional stability is introduced as a tool in the design and evaluation of virtual coupling networks. A benchmark example illustrates some fundamental stability and performance tradeoffs for Werent classes of haptic displays. The example also brings to light an important duality between the impedance and admittance models of haptic interaction.
II.

PRELIMINARIES
A.
Terminology The following terms are used throughout this paper. 0 haptic display-a mechanical device configured to convey kinesthetic cues to a human operator.
Haptic displays vary greatly in kinematic structure, workspace, and force output. They can be broadly classified into two categories: impedance displays and admittance displays. Impedance displays generate forces in response to measured displacements. They typically have low inertia and are highIy backdrivable. The well known PHANTOM [3] 
B.
Two-port Characterizations Two-port models, common in circuit theory, are a natural way of describing stability and performance in bilateral teleoperation [7] , [SI. They have similar utility in haptic simulation for characterizing the exchange of energy between human operator, haptic interface, and virtual environment. A general two-port is a "bla~k-box'~ which captures the relationship between eflorts (forces 4 , F2) and Jrows (velocities v, -v 2 ) at the two accessible terminals. The negative sign on velocity, Seen here and throughout the paper, is necessary to maintain consistency with the network formalism.
The relationship between efforts and flows is commonly described in terms of an immittance matrix. We will refer to a mapping between two vectors, y = Pu, as an immittance mapping if y'u=F;v, +&(-v2). The matrix P is then considered an immittance matrix.
Possible immittance matrices are the impedance matrix, 2, the admittance matrix, Y , the hybrid matrix, H, and the alternate hybrid matrix, G .
C.
Stability Concepts
For the following development, we represent a haptic interface as a linear two-port with terminals for a human operator ( Fh , vh ) and a virtual environment ( Fe, -ve ).
The haptic interface may, or may not, include a virtual coupling network Fig. 1 For the problem at hand, Unconditional stability means that the haptic interface must be stable for any set of passive human operators and virtual environments. In other words, the haptic interface will remain stable whether the operator holds it with a steel grip, or breaks contact completely. Simulltaneously, the environment may simulate free or rigidly constrained motion.
For linear two-]ports, Llewellyn's stability criteria provide both neces!s;ary and su€fiCient conditions for unconditional stability [ 
111,
Re(p,,) 2 0, Together, these two inequalities imply Re( p u ) 1 0 . D.
Performance Concepts
The performance of a haptic interface can be described in terms of transparency? the quality in which velocities and forces are passed between the human operator and the virtual environment. A haptic interface with perfect transparency has the hybrid mapping
Colgate and Brown [12] proposed using the Z-width as a measure of performance. The Z-width is defined as the achievable range of impedances which the haptic interface can stably present to the operator. This range is delimited by fresuency dependent lower and upper bounds. The ideal haptic interface could simulate free motion without inertia or friction, as well as infinitely rigid and massive objects.
111.
A BENCHMARK EXAMPLE
The following example, while simple. encompasses many of the most important factors which affect the stability and performance of haptic interfaces. These include open-loop device impedance, sample-hold effects, an4 in the case of adrmttance displays, the gains of the inner servo loop. This benchmark problem reveals a number of fundamental issues in designing stable haptic interfaces and uncovers an important duality between the impedance and admittance models of haptic interaction. We consider a one degree-of-freedom, rigid manipulator with mass m and damping b, shown in Fig. 2 . This device is governed by the equations of motion,
The velocity of the human operator at the point of contact with the device is vlt . The velocity of the device at the point of actuation is vd . The force, Fh , is applied tohy human operator at the point of contact. Fd is the force applied by/to the device at the point of actuation. 
mv, +bvd
= Fh -F,, v, = vh (3) 'h9'd Fh lLp m bv,
A.
Impedance Display In the impedance model of haptic interaction, forces are applied to the human operator in response to measured displacements. The continuous-time transfer function from Fh to vh and v, can be found by taking the Laplace transform of (3). This function is discretized using Tustin's method, which preserves the passivity of the mapping. The dscrete-fom admittance fimction is, Commands to the actuator must go through digital-toanalog conversion. The transfer function from Fd to v h and v, is formed by putting (4) in series with a zeroorder hold. The effect of the zero-order hold is approximated by a low-pass filter with unity steady-state gain and 90 degrees phase lag at the Nyquist frequency.
Defining the open loop impedance of the dewce as,
1256
we can form the discrete hybrid matrix of the impedance display,
We now combine the haptic display with a virtual coupling network to form the haptic interface. Our goal is to design the Virtual coupling network such that the combined system is unconditionally stable. In other words, no combination of passive human operator and virtual environment will destabilize the system. Fig. 3 illustrates the concept.
. Fig. 3 . The haptic interface for impedance display case
In general, the virtual coupling network can have arbitrary structure. A physically motivated example is a springdamper with stiffness, k,, and damping, bc , linking the haptic display to the virtual environment. Fig. 4 shows the mechanical analog of this coupling.
Fig. 4. Virtual coupling network, impedance display case
If we simulate an infinitely stif€ environmental constraint, the *ess perceived by the human operator is not infinite, but that of the virtual coupling. An optimal stability-performance trade-off is achieved when virtual coupling stiffness is maximized, while preserving the unconditional stability of the combined two-port.
For ease of implementation, discretization of virtual coupling impedance can be performed using a rectangular integration approximation, The hybrid mapping for the haptic interface is then the cascade connection of the impedance display with the virtual coupling network network Plot the right-hand side of (12) versus frequency, then synthesize l/Zc, ( z ) so that its red part is positive and exceeds this lower-bound Note that if the inequality (12) holds, unconditional stability is satisfied, regardless of whether an impedance or admittance type virtual environment is used We can therefore design the haptic interface without considering the virtual environment implementation, as long as it is passive.
The hybrid mabrix of the combined hapt~c interface network, (9), illustrates that to best approximate perfect tmmparency, (2), 2, (2) should be as large as possible. This means foir performance, we want high virtual stiffness and virtual damping. The best virtual coupling is therefore one that drives (12) to equality, providing the minimum level of conductance for unconditional stability.
Note that the only change from (7) to (9) is the addition of l/Zc, (2) in the lower-right block.
Directly applying (l), the necessary and sufficient conditions for unconditional stability are, We can make the following observations about (10) and (1 11, Re(Zdl(z)) can be interpreted as the physical damping of the impedance display. It must be non-zero and positive for unconditional stability to be possible. This is the level of damping the human operator feels when the virtual environment simulates free motion.
0 Re(l/Zcl (2)) can be interpreted as the conductance of the virtual coupling. This function dictates the amount of "give" the human operator perceives in the haptic display when the virtual environment simulates a rigid constraint. Some minimum positive value of this "give" is necessary to achieve unconditional stability. We now have a design procsdure for the virtual coupling = ,W
B.
AdmittanceDiq>lay
In the admittance model a$ haptic interaction, the display generates displacements in response to measured forces. We can derive such a display by adding a proportionalplus-integral (PI ) velocity control loop and measuring force at the point of device-human contact.
(13) Note that PI feedback of velocity is equivalent to proportional-plus-derivative feedback of position. The former is used here for consistency of notation. v,, is the commanded velocity and Fis the measured force. Using (7) and (13), we can define the complementary sensitivity tracking function
and the driving-point imlpedance function, The resulting alternate hybrid mapping for the admittance display is,
We can now make a very important obsemtion. The network representation of the admittance display, (16), has a dual relationship to the network form of the impedance display, (7').
Forces map to velocities, velocities map to forces, impedance functions map to admittance functions, and force transfer functions map to velocity transfer functions. This duality is useful when considering system stability and the design of virtual coupling networks.
Our goal is again to design a virtual coupling network such that the combined haptic interface network is unconditionally stable. Fig. 5 shows the combined system. The choice of a virtual coupling function is not intuitive in this case. We know that in a network sense, the admittance display is the dual of the impedance display. It follows that the coupling for the admittance display should be the dual of the impedance display virtual coupling network. The mechanical dual of the parallel springdamper in Fig. 4 is a series massdamper combination. Fig. 6 shows a free-bodydiagram of this coupling scheme. With the coupling in place, the human operator will always feel some level of viscosity and inertia in the haptic interface. The best stability/ performance trade-off is achieved when coupling impedance is set to the minimum level which makes the combined two-port unconditionally stable.
The alternate hybrid mapping for the combined haptic interface network is, 0 Re(l/ZdA (z)) can be interpreted as the conductance of the admittance display. This function dictates the amount of "give" the human operator perceives in the haptic display when the virtual environment simulates a rigid constraint. Some minimum positive value is necessary to achieve unconditional stability. (
(21) A design procedure for the virtual coupling network is to plot the right-hand side of (21) versus frequency, then synthesize ZJz) so that its real part is positive and exceeds this lower-bund As before, unconditional stability is satisfed as long as (21) holds, regardless of whether an impedance or admittance type environment is Used.
The alternate hybrid matrix of the combined haptic interface network, (18), shows that to " i z e transparency, Zc, (2) should be as small as possible. In other words, for performance, we want small b, and m, .
The best virtual coupling network is one that minimally exceeds the lower-bund for unconditional stability.
IV. DISCUSSION
The virtual coupling impedance functions for the cases of impedance and admittance display, Z,,(z) and Z , , (2) , restrict the impedance range which the haptic interface can present to the human operator and, in doing so, guarantee unconditional stability. ZJz) generates an upper-bound on the maximum impedance of the impedance display, while Z,, (2) creates a lower-bound on the minimum impedance of the admittance display. The physically motivated virtual couplings discussed in this paper represent only particular choices among infinite solutions. More complex network structures, including ones without mechanical analogs, will likely provide increased performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The two-port mapping of network theory provides a framework for the unification of different models of haptic interaction. Four possible haptic architectures can be formed by selecting either an impedance or admittance display and an impedance or admittance virtual environment model. The introduction of a virtual coupling network between the haptic display and the virtual environment guarantees the stability of the combined hapbc interface for arbitmy passive human operator and environmental immittances. Necessary and sufficient conditions, based on Llewellyn's stability criteria, lead to an explicit procedure for the design of such couplings. We find that if the virtual environment is passive, the virtual coupling network design is independent of the impedance or admittance causality of the virtual environment model. In addition, the two-port network which arises in admittance display implementation and that which arises in impedance display implementation are dual. The unification of these Werent cases creates important insights into stability and performance for kinesthetic interaction with virtual worlds.
